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Lawyers in NSW have
had their own professional
indemnity scheme since 1987.
The scheme, originally known as
Solicitors Mutual Indemnity and now
Lawcover, has supported and
protected the legal profession
with focus and dedication
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ABOUT
LAWCOVER
Lawcover is the single provider of approved

maximised to pay institutional shareholders. Our

insurance policies to law practices based solely

objective is to generate moderate profits which,

in NSW. It also insures law practices in the

supported by prudential financial management,

ACT and many national law firms which have a

provide maximum value to its insured lawyers.

presence in NSW. With more than 19,000 lawyers
insured, Lawcover has and will always be there

Lawcover provides more than just professional

when needed. We provide professional indemnity

indemnity insurance cover. Through risk

insurance up to $2 million for each claim and,

management and claims prevention education,

on application, can provide additional Top Up

we assist law practices to address risk factors

insurance up to $20 million.

through comprehensive workshops and practice
visits.

Lawcover holds a unique position as Australia’s
only ‘profession-owned’, licensed and APRA

Since the inception of Lawcover’s Risk

regulated insurer of the legal profession. We are a

Management Education Program in 1995, almost

wholly owned but independent subsidiary of The

30,000 lawyers and legal administrative support

Law Society of New South Wales.

staff have attended these workshops. These are
delivered face-to-face and through a variety of

We operate under a mutual ethos matched

digital media and have a proven track record of

with strong financial prudence, Lawcover does

helping to reduce the frequency and severity of

not consider success as being delivered by

claims.

increasing profitability. Lawcover’s profits are not

Enduring protection and support for lawyers are
encapsulated in Lawcover’s vision and purpose
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OUR VISION,
PURPOSE AND VALUES
OUR VISION	
To be recognised as the premier provider of
legal practice insurance solutions

OUR PURPOSE	
To provide broad, sustainable and affordable
insurance protection and support to lawyers
through:
> Rigorous defence of unmeritorious claims
> Quick and fair compensation to consumers
of legal services for legitimate claims
 ractice support and claims prevention
> P
education

OUR VALUES

> Accountability
> Customer focus
> Excellence
> Integrity
> Sustainability
> Transparency
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Protecting
and
Supporting
Lawyers
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GOVERNANCE AND
LEADERSHIP REPORT

Duncan West | Chair of the Board

Michael Halliday | Chief Executive Officer

Duncan joined the Lawcover Board in 2012

Michael joined Lawcover as Chief Executive

and was appointed Chair in March 2016

Officer in September 2012.

We are pleased to provide the governance and leadership report for the Lawcover
Annual Review. The year ended 30 June 2019 was another strong year, with
excellent financial and non-financial results across the company. A strong financial
position, continued stability of the claims portfolio and an expanded range of Risk
Management Education Program (RMEP) activities are all underpinned by high
customer satisfaction metrics and a strong internal governance and compliance
culture. The Lawcover team continues to focus on delivering absolute value to its
insured law practices.
Non-financial highlights
Our commitment to outstanding customer service
remains a core focus of our activities. During the

> 
Claims service (100 per cent satisfaction with
Lawcover services and 95 per cent overall
satisfaction)

last year, Lawcover achieved a Net Promoter

> 
Risk Management Education Program (98

Score© of +41, together with 80 per cent of

per cent to 100 per cent satisfaction)

respondents rating the overall value provided by
Lawcover as good or excellent.

> 
Online renewal platform (94 per cent
satisfaction).

During the 12 months to 30 June 2019, we have

While these results are tremendously satisfying, we

continued our regular customer satisfaction

will not rest on our laurels, but will continue to find

surveys including:

ways to increase our value offerings.
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Lawcover’s role extends beyond that of a

were transferred to the Law Society for the sole

simple transaction-based professional indemnity

purpose of subscribing for additional shares in

insurance company. Through our corporate

Lawcover Insurance. The remaining half of the

structure as a wholly-owned but independent

Fund’s assets, an amount equal to $44.6 million,

subsidiary of the Law Society of New South Wales

was transferred to the NSW Public Purpose Fund

we are a part of the legal profession and have

for the purpose of establishing a community legal

both the desire and the obligation to serve and

services account, which will be used to fund the

meet the needs of the profession. This extends

community legal services program managed by

to the objective that Lawcover operates within a

Legal Aid NSW moving forward.

framework which works in the best interests of the
legal profession and consumers of legal services.

Lower premiums

This framework ensures Lawcover seeks

As a consequence of the company’s strong

appropriate outcomes in the management of

financial position, we are pleased to introduce

claims arising from allegations of negligence – by

the Lawcover Sustainable Premium strategy,

rigorous defence of unmeritorious claims but also

which is designed to deliver lower premiums on a

quick and fair compensation for legitimate claims.

sustainable basis into the foreseeable future, while
maintaining the security and service standards

Financial highlights

which are our hallmark.

The reporting year to 30 June 2019 has again

Over recent years, our business has undergone

delivered a strong financial result, driven mainly

significant change to provide more efficiencies,

by strong investment performance, but also by

certainties and better claims outcomes. This has

better-than-anticipated claims outcomes from

delivered lower base premiums each year since

prior years. Our continued focus on internal

2015.

operating efficiencies together with extensive risk
management and claims prevention activities are

The Lawcover Sustainable Premium strategy will

supported by a competent and risk-aware legal

assist in the continuation of premium reductions

profession.

by using surplus earnings and a modest amount
of surplus capital to moderate the amount paid by

During the 2018-19 financial year the Justice

law practices each year. This will not only help to

Legislation Amendment Act (No 3) 2018 No

make premiums more affordable and predictable

87, which made amendments to the Legal

on a year-to-year basis, it will also smooth any

Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014 No

premium volatility arising from any unforeseen

16, commenced. These amendments became

downturn or catastrophic claims cycles.

effective on 7 December 2018 and included
legislating for the closure of the Solicitors Mutual

The Sustainable Premium strategy is another

Indemnity Fund. Pursuant to the amendments,

example of Lawcover providing value to insureds

and following the Fund’s ultimate closure on

from sound financial management; part of our

21 January 2019, half of the Fund’s assets

mutual insurance ethos.
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Ongoing security

2019 Direct General Insurance Company
of the Year

Lawcover’s Board and Executive continues to focus

All of us at Lawcover were delighted to be awarded

on targeted capital management strategies to ensure

the 2019 Direct General Insurance Company of the

ongoing security through the efficient use of capital.

Year at the ANZIIF* Australian Insurance Industry

We do this by:

Awards this year.

> 
Ensuring premium revenue is set at levels which

We believe it is a recognition of what drives the

reflect the capital requirements of the company,
minimising risk of under or over collection of
premiums

> 
Actively managing the company’s capital

company; alignment of our customer-centric ethos
with strong, regulated prudential insurance, for the
benefit of both the legal profession and consumers of
legal services.

position within regulatory tolerances and to the

>

>

company’s risk appetite

Summary

Managing the company’s investment strategy


In closing, we wish to once again acknowledge the

to ensure an appropriately balanced portfolio

strong commitment of Lawcover’s Board and staff for

within the company’s risk appetite

their dedication and professionalism in working with

Maintaining appropriate levels of aggregate stop


and on behalf of the legal profession.

loss reinsurance protection
Our focus is to maintain prudential capital
management and risk management in order to
provide certainty, stability, availability and affordability
of insurance. At 30 June 2019, Lawcover’s net asset
position is $171.3 million.

* The Australian and New Zealand Institute of Insurance and Finance
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We must also acknowledge the ongoing support of
the legal profession in respect of Lawcover and our
objectives. With that support, we remain a strong
organisation, operating from a secure financial
position and maintaining a commitment to our
purpose.

We are part of the
legal profession
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ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE
Lawcover Insurance Board

Board
Committees

7 directors led by the Chair

Chief Executive Officer

Professional
Services

Executive
Services

Corporate
Services

> Claims

> Executive
Support

> Finance &
Accounting

> H
 uman
Resources

> Investments &
Treasury

>	
Administration

> B
 usiness
Intelligence

> Underwriting
> Insurance
Services
> P
 ractice Support
Services
> B
 usiness
Solutions

Legal &
Compliance
>	General Counsel
>	Company
Secretary

>

Assurance

>

Capital

>

Nominations

>

Remuneration

>

Risk

> Compliance
> Risk

> Reinsurance
> Administration

Governance
Lawcover’s Board and Committees
Board

Assurance Committee

Capital Committee

Duncan West (Chair)
Justin Breheny
Darryl Browne
Nancy Fox
Catherine Hallinan
Richard Harvey
Michael Tidball

Catherine Hallinan (Chair)
Justin Breheny
Nancy Fox
Richard Harvey
Duncan West

Nancy Fox (Chair)
Justin Breheny
Catherine Hallinan
Michael Tidball
Duncan West

Nominations Committee

Remuneration Committee

Risk Committee

Duncan West (Chair)
Nancy Fox
Catherine Hallinan
Michael Tidball

Nancy Fox (Chair)
Catherine Hallinan
Michael Tidball
Duncan West

Catherine Hallinan (Chair)
Justin Breheny
Darryl Browne
Nancy Fox
Duncan West
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The Lawcover Board’s responsibilities include:

>

Approving the strategies and major policies of Lawcover

>

Ensuring that an effective risk management strategy is established and maintained, ensuring compliance with
legislation and regulation

>

Monitoring performance against plan

>

Overseeing governance practices, including appropriate standards of ethical behaviour, corporate governance
and social responsibility ensuring that they are adhered to at all times

Lawcover Board members bring a wide range of experience and skills to the company and all comply with APRA’s
‘fit and proper’ requirements for being a director of a licensed general insurer.

Management and Staff
Executive and Executive Services
Michael Halliday
Kerrie Lalich
Peter Candotti
Verne Baker
Elissa Baxter
Michelle Adler
Sarah Hill

Chief Executive Officer
Chief Operations Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Risk Officer
General Counsel/Head of Legal and Compliance
Human Resources
Executive Assistant to CEO/Executive Services

Claims and Advisory

Practice Support Services

Insurance and Underwriting

Rosemary Workman
Janice Purvis
Rosa Djukic
Jennifer Baker
Jennifer McMillan
Rachel Northcott
Emma Griffith
Malcolm Heath
Candace Groves
Jennifer O’Brien
Candice Perriman
Erin McAlpine
Tony Reynolds
Ellesse Teller
Milica Vukancic			
Jane Whipp 			
Jenny Hudson
Finance and Administration
Bill Gray
Martin Hickling
Amy Tran
Zacie Kang
Steve Neilson
Virgie Nicholls
Maya Lohar

Business Solutions
Raylene Warsop
Kate Rapsey
Diana Lauw
Robyn Bishop

Legal and Compliance		
Nicola Mostert		
Kristie Faustino
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LAWCOVER’S
FOCUS
Lawcover’s focus is protecting and supporting the

value to insured law practices. Over 25 years worth of

professional indemnity needs of our insured law

comprehensive insurance, claims and causation data

practices and the lawyers who practise within them.

have aided us in setting our business strategies and

The profession is represented by lawyers on our

value-added services for the legal profession.

Board, in senior management and in the professional
Our Balanced Scorecard approach to business

services we offer.

planning and performance monitoring aligns business
Our business model combines a strong mutual ethos

operations to company strategy.

with sound prudential management to maximise

> The Lawcover Balanced Scorecard

Risk Management Framework
Customer
Meet the needs and
exceed the expectations
of insureds

Financial

Stakeholder

Deliver enduring financial
security through effective
financial and capital
management

Engage with and meet
stakeholder expectations

Vision/Strategy

People

Operations

Attract and maintain an
empowered, motivated,
skilled and productive
workforce

Provide an efficient
and effective business
platform
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This scorecard translates into a clear focus
on delivering valued and relevant services to
lawyers as represented in the diagram below

> Lawcover services to insured lawyers

Inform

Support

Protect

• Annual Review

• C
 laims & Advisory
Services

• P
 rofessional
Indemnity
Insurance Policy

• Lawcovernotes
• LSJ
• Short Minutes

• Insurance Services
• P
 ractice Support
Services

• Lawcover Alerts

• Top Up Insurance
• C
 yber Risk
Insurance

• Risk on Air

Engage

Connect

Participate

• R
 isk Management
Education Program

• Online Renewal

• Law Society of NSW

• Online Application

• Law Societies

• O
 nline Claims
Notification

• Legislators

• Seminars
• Roadshows

• Digital Media

• Risk Briefings

• lawcover.com.au

• Workshops

• Regulators
• Insurers
• Reinsurers
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FINANCIAL FOCUS
Peter Candotti, Chief Financial Officer
Financial Performance
Lawcover premiums are set with long term security in mind, balanced by a desire for both sustainability and
affordability. Being an entity regulated by APRA, Lawcover takes a prudent financial approach and aims to make
premiums as affordable as possible without compromising its regulatory capital requirements.
The strong insurance result for the 2019 financial year was due to a favourable underwriting result of $6.6 million
supported by investment income on insurance funds of $7.0 million.
The target primary premium pool was maintained at $70 million for the fourth consecutive year, despite significant
growth in insured law practices and lawyers. The positive underwriting result was largely due to favourable
development on prior year claims.

Year ended 30 June
2019

2018

All figures expressed in $M unless otherwise indicated 		
Gross earned premium

76.0

74.8

Net earned premium

67.2

66.0

Net claims expense

(46.2)

(46.6)

Underwriting and other expenses

(14.4)

(12.4)

Underwriting result

6.6

7.0

Investment income – insurance funds

7.0

3.5

13.6

10.5

Insurance profit

Key ratios		
Claims ratio

68.7%

70.6%

Expense ratio

21.5%

18.8%

Net combined operating ratio

90.2%

89.4%

Insurance margin

20.2%

15.9%
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Investment Strategy and Performance
Stable and successful investment performance forms an integral part of Lawcover’s objective to
provide ‘enduring insurance protection’ to our insured law practices and the lawyers who practise
within them.
To protect the interests of its insured legal practices, Lawcover invests the funds supporting both
current and future claim liabilities in high grade, low risk investments which are targeted to provide
consistent, market competitive returns. Lawcover integrates environmental, social and governance
(ESG) considerations into our sustainable investment approach and we will not knowingly invest in
companies involved in the manufacturing of tobacco products, cluster munitions or land mines. We
carefully monitor the portfolio, ensuring that it complies with our policy, meets our day to day liquidity
requirements and is appropriately matched to the expected payment pattern of claims.
As at 30 June 2019 Lawcover had around $370 million of funds under management. Over 80% of
these funds are invested in fixed income securities.

Returns on those assets benefited from significant
mark to market gains from lower sovereign bond
yields and narrower credit spreads during the
year resulting in a net investment return of 4.8%
for the year ended 30 June 2019 compared with
2.5% for the prior period
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> I nvestment mix by class

Short term money 9.6% (prior year: 12.8%)
Australian government bonds 28.2% (30.3%)
Semi government bonds 28.7% (27.8%)

Investment
mix by class

Australian corporate bonds 24.2% (21.6%)
Asset backed securities 3.0% (3.0%)
Global corporate bonds 1.2% (0.8%)
Australian equities 1.6% (1.4%)
Global equities 2.1% (1.4%)
Emerging market debt 1.3% (0.9%)

> I nterest bearing financial assets

AAA 50.1% (prior year: 52.0% )
AA 29.4% (30.0%)

Interest bearing
financial assets
S&P security grading

A 10.4% (9.8%)
BBB 8.6% (5.8%)
BB 1.5% (1.1%)
Not rated 0.0% (1.3%)
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Financial Strength
> Balance sheet
Lawcover’s strong financial position enables us to provide enduring insurance protection and claims
prevention support to lawyers. Following the dissolution of the Solicitors Mutual Indemnity Fund,
Lawcover now has over $170 million in net assets, providing our insured lawyers with the confidence
that we will be there when they need us.

> Regulatory capital
As an APRA regulated insurer, Lawcover is required to maintain a minimum level of capital assessed
on the risk profile of its business. Recognising the inherent uncertainty in reserving for legal indemnity
insurance, our own risk appetite sets our target level of capital at a multiple of at least 2.25 times
APRA’s Prescribed Capital Amount (PCA).
Lawcover will utilise the surplus capital above this 2.25 target to support our Sustainable Premium
strategy. This strategy is designed to deliver lower premiums on a sustainable basis into the
foreseeable future, ensuring that premiums remain affordable and are predictable on a year-to-year
basis. It will also smooth any premium volatility arising from any unforeseen downturn or catastrophic
claims cycles.
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PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
| CUSTOMER | STAKEHOLDER | OPERATIONS |
Kerrie Lalich, Chief Operations Officer
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CUSTOMER
FOCUS
NSW lawyers have had their own professional
indemnity scheme since 1987. The scheme, originally
known as Solicitors Mutual Indemnity and now
Lawcover, has supported and protected the legal
profession with focus and dedication.

Introduced this year, the Lawcover
Sustainable Premium strategy is
designed to deliver lower premiums on
a sustainable basis into the future while
maintaining the security and service
standards which are our hallmark.

As a licensed and APRA regulated insurer, Lawcover
is bound by the same prudential standards as all

Lawcover’s approach to monitoring and improving the

commercial insurers. This means regulatory oversight

customer experience for over 19,000 insured lawyers

which ensures financial strength for enduring

is based on a desire to meet and exceed customer

insurance protection.

expectations.

Keeping premiums affordable, constant and

In order to gauge our performance against targets,

sustainable isn’t just a focus, it’s also one of our

Lawcover conducts regular customer feedback

business goals. Premiums have been falling on a like-

surveys with insured lawyers on key areas of service.

for-like basis for five consecutive years.

These surveys offer insured lawyers the opportunity
to provide feedback and assess our service based on
performance metrics.

What our insured
lawyers say about
Lawcover*

* Sourced from Lawcover’s Net Promoter Score® survey (2018), Practice Support surveys (2016 to 2019), Claims satisfaction survey (2018/19) and Renewal survey (2019).
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> Key responses to lawyer’s feedback received during 2018/19
Included in the various surveys are free text fields for general feedback and suggestions for improvement.

Feedback area				Lawcover response

				

Improvements in communication during the claims process

Claims

				Increased referral of lawyers for ongoing ‘pastoral care’ for post claims
assistance and risk management support
			Expansion of risk management material into the digital space via videos,
podcasts and webinars

RMEP
				

Development of a new online learning platform to be released late 2019

				Expanded premium funder options
				

Refining the premium rating model to reduce premiums

				

Waiver of merchant fees on credit card premium payments to reduce

Insurance services

the cost of insurance

>N
 umber of complaints/disputes notified in 2018/19

0

Complaints

0

Litigation

1

Grievance

The single grievance recieved was resolved through correspondence.
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0

Indemnity
disputes

>C
 omplaints and internal
dispute resolution
Lawcover’s complaints handling
procedure is outlined on the company
website and in promotional material.
Complaints can be made to the
Complaints Officer.

> L awcover’s Complaints Officer
can be contacted here:
The Complaints Officer
Lawcover
Level 13, 383 Kent Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
DX 13013 Sydney Market Street
Telephone (02) 9264 8855
Fax (02) 9264 8844
Email lawcover@lawcover.com.au
Web lawcover.com.au
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STAKEHOLDER
FOCUS
During the year, Lawcover was actively involved in a wide
range of activities through membership of and participation
in insurance industry initiatives and collaboration with the
legal profession and the philanthropic/community sector.
Legal profession support is provided by a number of staff
or corporate memberships, sponsorships, support and/or
fundraising.

Community
support is provided
through Lawcover’s
Corporate Social
Responsibility
program
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Industry
Profession
Community and
Philanthropy

Organisation

Status/Staff Involvement

Australian Insurance Law Association

Memberships
Education Committee Member

Insurance Council of Australia

Memberships
Civil Liability Committee
National Code Committee
PI Policy Committee

International Cooperative and Mutual Insurance Federation

Member

NSW Claims Discussion Group

Member

Financial Services Accountants Association

Member

Young Insurance Professionals

Sponsor

Australian Professional Indemnity Group

Supporter

The Law Society of New South Wales

Memberships
Elder Law, Capacity and Succession
Committee Member

Law Council of Australia

Legal Practice Section

Brothers and Sisters in Law

Founder and Sponsor

Law Association for Asia and the Pacific (LAWASIA)

Sponsor and Member

Best Practice Lawyers

Member

Conference of Regulatory Officers

Member

Continuing Legal Education Assn of Australia

Member

International Legal Regulators

Member

Quality in Law (Law 9000)

Member

Blue Mountains Law Society

Sponsor

National Young Lawyers Golden Gavel

Sponsor

NSW Young Lawyers or Graduates

Sponsor

Cancer Council of NSW

Fundraising

Public Interest Advocacy Centre

Fundraising

Stepping Stone House

Fundraising

Tour de Cure

Fundraising

Weave Youth and Community Services

Fundraising

Landcare Australia

Volunteer Day

Wayside Chapel

Volunteer Day

Australia Pro Bono Centre

Special Insurance Policy
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OPERATIONS
FOCUS
Lawcover’s professional indemnity service is delivered by our Professional Services teams. Professional Services is
made up of four inter-related areas:

Claims | Practice Support Services | Insurance Services | Underwriting
Enterprise Architecture
Lawcover insured over 6,500 law
practices during the year with more than
19,000 practising lawyers.

We conduct our operations within a robust risk

This framework helps us invest wisely to meet the
rapidly changing environment for collecting, managing
and analysing information.

Information Management

management, information management and

Our Information Management framework guides

compliance framework. These include:

the effective collection, storage, access, use and
disposal/archival of the information required to

Risk Management Framework
Our Risk Management Framework comprises all the
systems, structures, policies, process and people
that identify, measure, evaluate, monitor, report and

support our business processes. We expect all those
who access or hold this information to protect it.

Emerging Risks

control/mitigate all internal and external sources of

Cyber risk and Artificial Intelligence are two areas

material risk.

of emerging risk. We have therefore established an

Risk Appetite Statement
The Risk Appetite Statement documents the overall

principles that we follow with respect to risk taking
within the context of our business strategy, financial
objectives and capital resources.
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internal team to identify, assess and monitor risks in
these areas.

Claims and Advisory Services
Our Claims team is staffed by experienced claims solicitors with extensive legal and professional indemnity
insurance backgrounds. The team provides frontline management of claims and circumstances which may give
rise to claims and support lawyers through what can be a distressing process.
Our claims solicitors are also available to assist lawyers to deal with and navigate client complaints, with a view to
avoiding consequential claims. If a claim is made, our claims solicitors are ready to assist with sound advice on
the steps to take. If a claim is litigated, an expert panel of law firms with years of experience in legal professional
indemnity is available to assist.

> Notifications of claims and circumstances likely to give rise to a claim
		

2019

783 notifications

453
Circumstances

330
Claims

2018

713 notifications

265
448

Claims

Circumstances

The number of lawyers insured by Lawcover increases by approximately 4% each year.

Active claim files in the portfolio have remained
stable over five years
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General commercial
Sale & purchase of business

>N
 otifications by area of

12%

8%

practice

1%

Other *

10%

The adjacent chart shows the

Probate &
wills

percentage of notifications by area of

7%

practice for the year ended 30 June

Matrimonial

2019.
We continue to monitor emerging

26%

Conveyancing

17%

trends in claims and circumstances

Litigation

and, where appropriate, target areas
of concern through specific claims

5%

4%

prevention strategies. The main causes
1%

of claims against law practices are

1%

4%

Out of time - other

outlined in the chart below.

Out of time - personal injury

5%

Leases
Mortgages & commercial borrowing

Tort & workers compensation

* includes criminal, immigration, defamation and revenue.

> Causes of claims
Document problems
21%

Poor

System

communication

problems

with clients

Not

14%

knowing law

41%

15%

2019

9%

adequately

Other

> Customer satisfaction with claims services provided
We send a service satisfaction questionnaire to lawyers with claims shortly
after finalisation.
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Returns for 2019
indicated a 100%
satisfaction rate
with Lawcover
services and a 95%
overall satisfaction
rate (the sum of
Excellent and
Good ratings).

Practice Support Services
Through our Risk Management Education Program,
the Practice Support Services team provides risk

To expand our education reach we deliver

management advice and claims prevention education

Lawcover webinars, ‘Short Minutes’ video

aimed at assisting lawyers to improve their practice

briefings and ‘Risk on Air’ podcasts which

procedures and reduce the risk of professional

address legal issues facing lawyers in an ever-

negligence claims. The team visits law practices and

changing world.

lawyers across NSW, VIC and QLD conducting the
Program, including workshops, seminars, roadshows
and risk briefings.
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During the year the team ran 218 RMEP events and reached over 6,000 lawyers and their
practice support staff.

Formal evaluations helped us to determine whether

These results reinforce our commitment to further

the events and their content are relevant, and

develop and engage with the profession on the critical

effective. As shown below, satisfaction was very high

areas of risk management in legal practice.

at 98% to 100%.

> Customer satisfaction with RMEP

98%

98%

99%

99%

100%

Risk Briefings

Claims
Prevention
Roadshows

RMEP
Workshops

One Day
Claims
Prevention
Seminar

Webinars

What lawyers
say about
the Program
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“The workshops have

“Exceptionally well

been very beneficial to

presented, pragmatic and

me in the conduct of my

down to earth. Practical

practice. I’m leaving with

every day issues and

new ways of addressing

crystalized by speakers!

risk management.”

Excellent presentation.”

Insurance Services

A key part of the role of Insurance Services is to
implement Lawcover’s underwriting policies and

Insurance Services is the ‘access point’ for law

procedures in an equitable and consistent manner.

practices which require a professional indemnity

The team also assists practices to engage with three

insurance policy. The team assists with the online

preferred premium funders should the practice require

application process, issues quotations and certifies

payment options.

receipt of premium payments. They provide guidance
and information for those setting up new law

For many busy lawyers or their staff, interaction with

practices or considering the acquisition of an existing

the Insurance Services team at insurance renewal/

practice.

application may be their only contact with Lawcover
in any single year. It is therefore very important that
the services we provide at this time are efficient and

The team also attends to changes
within a law practice that might affect
its insurance policy over the year and
responds to policy related queries,
including requests for Top Up insurance.

easy to follow.
To gauge satisfaction during the renewal period,
we invited feedback on our online renewal platform.
Of the total responding, over 94% rated the online
renewal platform Good or Excellent as shown below.

> Customer satisfaction with the online renewal platform
0.9%
4.9%

39.6%

How would you rate
overall experience
using the online
renewal platform?

Excellent

54.6%

Good
Fair
Poor
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Since 1 January 2018 Lawcover has provided
foundational cyber risk insurance for insured
law practices via a group insurance policy

Underwriting

Cyber Risk Insurance

Underwriting is the process by which Lawcover

The risk of financial loss, disruption or damage to

assesses the risk and exposure of insuring law

the reputation of a law practice due to computer

practices and determines the technical premium

hacking, cyber extortion and ransomware, business

pricing, including loadings and excesses. All policies

interruption and unintended disclosure or destruction

and procedures utilised by the Insurance Services

of confidential information is a serious threat and will

team comply with laws and regulations relating to the

become a reality for many law practices.

provision of professional indemnity insurance to the
legal profession.

The group cyber risk insurance policy provides cyber
risk cover to insured law practices at no additional

The team also liaises closely with the Claims and

cost. It provides cover for first party losses, crisis

Practice Support Services teams to provide expertise,

assistance and protection from business interruption

advice and assistance in managing claims and

losses to a limit of $50,000. It has been tailored

potential risks for Lawcover and all insured law

specifically for law practices and sits adjacent to the

practices.

Lawcover professional indemnity insurance (PII) policy.

The Lawcover PII policy covers third
party losses arising from alleged cyber
errors/fraud where the lawyer is at fault.
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Cyber extortion is a
serious threat and is
a reality for many legal
practices
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PEOPLE FOCUS
Michelle Adler, Human Resources Manager
Lawcover recognises that in order to provide the services that meet and exceed the legal profession’s
expectations, we must attract the right people, with the right professional skills and the right personal attributes.
Our people are critical to our overall success and they are supported by the appropriate policies and procedures to
give them confidence to do their jobs successfully and with minimum commercial risk. The organisational structure
aims to be such that it allows people’s skills and talents to shine in a collaborative environment.

Our Values
Lawcover fosters a culture of excellent customer service and ‘can-do’ attitude by ensuring that staff have access
to relevant training and development, are engaged in our business objectives and demonstrate behaviours
consistent with the Lawcover values shown below.

Lawcover
Values

Accountability

Customer
Focus

Excellence

Integrity

Sustainability

Transparency

Code of Conduct
Our values underpin every decision we make, guide us in our behaviours and reflect our commitment to the legal
profession and each other.
Our Code of Conduct describes the standards of behaviour expected of our people and provides a set of guiding
principles in the following areas, to assist us in making the right decision every time.

Code of
Conduct

Compliance

Confidentiality

Customer
Focus

Honesty &
Integrity

Professionalism

Teamwork

As part of our commitment to a safe, effective and positive work environment, our people commit to the Lawcover
Code of Conduct annually.
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Staff Engagement
Lawcover conducts a staff engagement survey each year. The engagement scores for the last four years have
increased, indicating an engaged and productive workforce.

> Engagement score

82.4 83.4 85.1
2016

2017

87.4

2018

2019

Staff Tenure
Lawcover values experience and knowledge gained by working within our business environment, but equally
recognises that opportunities exist for people to move as a part of career progression. We are proud of our ability
to retain highly skilled and dedicated staff as well as being able to provide exciting new opportunities to new staff
as vacancies arise.

1 to 3 years

4
Less than 1 year

10

5 to 10 years

2
3 to 5 years

8

More than 15 years

4

8

10 to 15 years
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Staff Gender

4

3

8
5
4
3
4

1
1
_
3
_

28

8

Executive Services
Claims & Advisory
Practice Support Services
Insurance & Underwriting
Finance & Administration
Business Solutions
Total

Gender Equality
Lawcover’s approach to recruitment, salary and
benefits and work opportunity ensures parity
across all positions, based on who is genuinely
the right fit for the role.

There is one senior position where a female
and male hold exactly the same position.
Salary and benefits for both roles are identical.

> Of the total workforce, 77.7% is female, with this statistic reflected across the
organisation as follows:
General Staff
Senior Staff

Executive Team

89%

80%
43%

57%

20%

11%
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General Staff

Executive Team

Senior Staff

Staff Performance and
Development
Lawcover conducts performance reviews
with staff on a bi-annual basis to assess
performance against key performance
indicators and to recognise the contribution
employees have made during the year to
their department and to Lawcover as an
organisation. The reviews also provide an
opportunity for staff to give honest feedback
to management and discuss their training and

We encourage
our staff to
give honest
feedback

development needs and promote a clearer
understanding of job requirements and the
expected standards of performance.

Work Health and Safety
Lawcover is committed to protecting the
health, safety and welfare of staff and
visitors to Lawcover in accordance with the
requirements under the Work Health and
Safety Act 2011 (NSW) (WHS Act).
Lawcover, where required, consults staff when
implementing safety practices and systems
designed to protect their health, safety and
welfare. Staff involvement at all levels is critical

Whistleblower Protection
Policy
Our Whistleblower Protection Policy is one of
a number of policies and codes that promotes
a culture within Lawcover of conducting our
business with honesty, fairness and integrity.

for ensuring a safe workplace.
Lawcover has two staff members trained as
First Aid Officers.

Directors, management and staff are
responsible for ensuring that they
comply with this policy.

There were three minor WH&S incidents
during the reporting year. Each incident was
resolved within Lawcover’s WH&S guidelines.
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LEGAL & COMPLIANCE
Elissa Baxter, General Counsel/Head of Legal & Compliance

In 2019, Lawcover formally established a Legal & Compliance department, to strengthen
the inhouse legal support provided to the business, and to bring rigour to our regulatory
compliance.

As Lawcover matures as a company, we are developing our inhouse legal expertise to support the changing
needs of the business, and the changing insurance needs of the legal profession. Bringing on board a Legal &
Compliance Counsel gives Lawcover the ability to respond more comprehensively to changes in the law, regulation
and the legal environment facing the profession.
Lawcover has always had a strong culture of complying with the law, and consolidating responsibility for legal risk
and compliance under the General Counsel reinforces the importance Lawcover places on compliance with our
legal obligations, as well as ethics and integrity. The Hayne Royal Commission has increased focus on conduct
within the financial services sector, and shone a light on governance, culture, remuneration and accountability (now
being called GCRA) in those industries. APRA has declared that it will be sharpening its focus on GCRA in a bid to
transform those areas across the financial services industry.
While Lawcover was not the subject of any submissions or investigations by the Royal Commission, we are
nevertheless intent on implementing industry best practice approaches where they are appropriate to a business of
our size and complexity.

The increased regulatory focus on GCRA
will be reflected in Lawcover’s own focus
on conduct, culture and non-financial risk
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2019 DIRECT GENERAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF THE YEAR
All of us at Lawcover were proud and privileged to be awarded the Direct General Insurance Company of the
Year at the 2019 ANZIIF Australian Insurance Industry Awards.
We believe it is a recognition of what drives the company; alignment of our customer-centric ethos
with strong, regulated prudential insurance – where the financial surplus is utilised for the benefit
of insureds. That isn’t always the easiest blend to get right and the entire team is delighted
for the recognition this award brings.

The judges noted that “Lawcover performed strongly
over the past 12 months, provided outstanding
service and shows a true understanding of the
market. It also continued to improve product
lines and its focus on strategy delivery has
resulted in high staff retention rates.”

2019
WINNER
Direct General
Insurance Company
of the Year
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LAWCOVER
EXECUTIVE
> 	Michael Halliday, Chief Executive Officer
	Michael joined Lawcover in September 2012. Previously, he was Chief Operating Officer of MDA National,
an Australia-wide medical professional indemnity insurance provider.
	With over 30 years’ experience in the professional indemnity insurance industry in both Australia and
the United Kingdom, Michael has consulted to medical and other professional indemnity/insurance
organisations. In that time he has provided expertise on both strategy and operational management,
particularly in supporting the professional indemnity needs of professionals.

>	
Kerrie Lalich, Chief Operations Officer
	Kerrie joined Lawcover in February 2013 as Chief Operations Officer with primary responsibility for leading
Professional Services – Claims, Insurance Services, Underwriting and Practice Support Services.
	Kerrie was admitted as a solicitor in NSW in 1996 and her career has spanned several Sydney law firms.
She specialised in personal injury, professional indemnity and insurance litigation.
	In 2001, Kerrie moved from legal practice to the insurance industry, focusing on public liability, personal
injury/catastrophic claims, professional indemnity and financial lines. Her insurance career has included time
with AMP/GIO, QBE and MDA National.
	Kerrie’s broad expertise includes leading diverse teams delivering professional indemnity, advisory and risk
management education services with a key focus on successful outcomes, business rigour and client value.
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>	
Peter Candotti, Chief Financial Officer
	Peter joined Lawcover in February 2018. He has over 25 years of finance experience, and brings to his role
a breadth and depth of general insurance knowledge, developed both locally and internationally.
	Prior to joining Lawcover, Peter had a successful career with the QBE Insurance Group, holding a number
of executive management roles with areas of expertise in strategic finance, treasury, reinsurance and capital
management in a career spanning 16 years. He is financially and commercially astute with a strong ability to
understand and lever key drivers of business value. Peter is passionate about developing and leading strong
teams to bring positive change to the organisation.
	Peter has a Bachelor of Business from Charles Sturt University and is an Associate of the Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ).

>	
Verne Baker, Chief Risk Officer
	Verne Baker was appointed as Lawcover’s Chief Risk Officer in January 2015.
	Verne is a senior actuary at KPMG and has over 34 years’ experience in the insurance industry. He has
undertaken numerous enterprise risk management roles in his career, and has led projects on capital
management, investment and reinsurance optimisation.
	Prior to joining KPMG in 2013, Verne was a Partner and General Insurance Practice Leader at Deloitte
Insurance and Consulting Solutions in Hong Kong.

The Executive leads a team dedicated to
working on behalf of the legal profession to
deliver secure professional indemnity insurance
backed by excellent service
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DIRECTORS OF
LAWCOVER
INSURANCE
>	
Duncan West, Chair
	Duncan has over 30 years experience in the Insurance industry in Australia, the United
Kingdom and India. He held a number of senior executive roles including as CEO of Vero
and CGU Insurance. He now holds a number of non-executive Board positions including
Challenger Limited, Genworth Mortgage Insurance and Hollard Insurance.
	He holds a Bachelor of Science in Economics and is a honorary life member of ANZIIF. He is
also a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

>	
Justin Breheny
	Justin has over thirty years experience in both the insurance and banking industries
in Australia and Asia. He has held senior executive roles at Insurance Australia Group
(including Group Chief Risk Officer, and CEO Asia); and ANZ Banking Group (including
General Manager Asia, and Regional GM, Business Banking Asia Pacific). He is currently
a non-executive director on a number of boards including Westpac’s Insurance boards,
Aviva Limited (Singapore), and Nuchev Pty Ltd. He holds a Bachelor of Economics and is a
Certified Practising Accountant.
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>	
Darryl Browne
	Darryl Browne is the principal of BROWNE.Linkenbagh Legal Services at Leura. He is an
Accredited Specialist in Wills and Estates. Darryl is also a Fellow of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors. He is a member of STEP and a Notary Public.
	For more than a decade Darryl served as a director of a not-for-profit company operating in
the disability sector. He has been on the Board of two private schools. Since 2010, he has
been a Councillor of The Law Society of New South Wales. He is a member of the Legal
Aid Commission Board and Specialist Accreditation Board. He is a member of the State
government’s Steering Committee on preventing and responding to elder abuse. He also
serves as a member of the University of Sydney’s Law Extension Committee.
	Darryl has served on many Committees of The Law Society of New South Wales, including
Professional Conduct, Ethics, Elder Law and Succession, Business Law, Human Rights,
Future, Criminal Law, Property, Fidelity Fund Management and Disclosure. He is currently
chair of the Elder Law, Capacity and Succession Committee. He facilitates The Law Society
of New South Wales’ Elder Abuse Working Group. He is currently chair of the Law Council of
Australia’s Elder Law and Succession Committee.
	Darryl regularly writes and speaks on legal subjects, principally estate planning and estate
litigation. He has a keen interest in the law and legal education.

>	
Nancy Fox
	Nancy has over 30 years of finance, insurance and risk management experience, including
20+ years in senior management roles and 15 years board experience on a range of financial
institutions, infrastructure, and not-for-profit boards.
	Nancy is currently Chair of Perpetual Equity Investment Company (PIC.ASX), Deputy Chair
of Taronga Conservatory Society, a Director of Perpetual Limited (PPT.ASX) and ING Bank.
Nancy is also a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors (FAICD).
	Her former executive positions include Managing Director and Asia Pacific Head of Ambac
Assurance, Managing Director of ABN-Amro, AIDC and Citibank. Prior to her career in
finance, Nancy was a trial attorney for Met Life in New York.
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>

Catherine Hallinan

	Catherine has enjoyed an extensive executive career in financial services, across insurance, investments,
wealth management and banking, and as a consultant in corporate strategy and planning. Her roles included
General Manager, Investment Management & Life at Zurich Financial Services Australia, General Manager,
Wealth Strategy at St.George Bank and Senior Consultant at Tillinghast Towers Perrin, as well as various roles
at the Commonwealth Bank.
	She is currently Chair of Gateway Bank Limited, a Director of health fund HCF and Chair of subsidiary HCF Life
Ltd. Catherine is also a Director of SCOR Global Life Australia and St. Catherine’s Aged Care Services.
	Catherine is a graduate of the University of Sydney (BA (Hons)) and Macquarie Graduate School of
Management (MBA). She is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, the Financial Services
Institute of Australasia and the Australasian Mutuals’ Institute.

>	
Richard Harvey
	Richard is a legal practitioner with over 37 years’ post-admission experience and in 2005 became a Law
Society Accredited Specialist in Property Law. He is the Principal of Richard Harvey & Associates, a property
and general practice law firm situated in Mosman.
	Richard has been a Councillor of The Law Society of New South Wales since 2011 and is 2020 President
of the Society. Richard chairs the Property Law Committee and The Law Society of New South Wales
Specialist Accreditation Board. He is a committee member of the Diversity Committee of The Law Society of
New South Wales.
	Richard is also a member of The Law Society of New South Wales and REI Joint Copyright Committee.
Richard has been Secretary of The North Metropolitan Law Society since 2010.
	Richard has served as an active member of The Law Society of New South Wales’ Fidelity Fund, Finance
Committee and Conduct Committee.
	Richard Graduated from the Australian Institute of Company Directors in 2016.
	Richard is Patron and President of Petersham Rugby Union Football Club, Chair of The NSW Suburban
Rugby Unions’ Judiciary Appeals Committee. Founder of the Sir Garfield Barwick Address Foundation and
Director of a private charitable foundation.
	In 2000 Richard received The Australian Sports Medal for his services to Rugby Union. Richard regularly
writes and speaks on Property Law.
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>	
Michael Tidball
	Michael Tidball was appointed Chief Executive Officer of the Law Society of New South Wales in 2006. In
recent years, he has also concurrently served as Secretary General of LAWASIA.
	Michael Tidball has worked in both government and business sectors, working in strategic management
and senior advisory roles. He has also served as Special Advisor to the Public Accounts Committee of the
New South Wales Parliament.
	Mr Tidball has a strong background in professional services and legal sector administration. He was
appointed Chief Operating Officer of the Law Society of New South Wales in 2001, and has led many
of its initiatives to position it as one of the of the largest, most resilient and successful voluntary direct
membership regulating Law Societies internationally. Among the key reforms during his tenure has been
the lead role played by the Society in the move to a national legal services market in Australia. A current
key focus is leading the Society to respond in its service offering to the forces of innovation, disruption,
technology change and artificial intelligence.
	Michael Tidball also serves as Secretary-General of LAWASIA.
	Michael Tidball serves as a Director of Lawcover Insurance Pty Ltd and Lawcover Pty Ltd as well as of
LAWASIA Holdings. He also serves on the Board of Management of Quality in the Law, and is a member of
the Council of the Francis Forbes Society for Australian Legal History.
	Mr Tidball has a strong and active interest in classical music and serves as Chair of the Board of The Song
Company, Australia’s leading and internationally highly acclaimed classical vocal ensemble. He has recently
completed post graduate studies at the Saïd Business School at The University of Oxford, and is a Fellow of
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.
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Providing enduring
insurance protection
and claims prevention
support to lawyers
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